Japan Study Trip Diary
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13 Sept Saturday
Waking up and went to the bathroom, cleaned myself and filled my stomach. Then I started packing the luggage under
the help from my sister. Had the last lunch before I leave for the airport, I had myself resting with the family and giving
hand with the shop.
I had my last check before leaving and head off to the airport with my dad at 6p.m. He drove me there at 7:30p.m. We
found some of our members at the letter “F” check in counter, Dad left me alone with our group as he needed to go
back to the store.
We waited until everyone arrived then we checked in. At the counter, we found another group of students also
travelling for a study trip in Japan, I couldn’t catch the name of the school but I think it was Ballarat secondary college.
We took photos with parents, and then we departed through the customs.
We got on to the plane at about 11, had served dinner and a sleepless night on the plane.
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14 Sept Sunday
We arrived in Hong Kong at about 6a.m, transferred and then left again at about 8a.m. After another 4 hour trip on the
plane we found ourselves arriving at Haneda airport. Felt the humid mixing with the heat, we got to Tokyo.
Got out the custom, our teacher prepared their phone contacts then we got on the charter bus to Daimachi Bekkan
Ryokan at Tokyo. On the way we saw the basic building structures of Japanese cities, buildings were generally high up
and the outfit are more toward a plain white colour. Also, there are numerous vending machines on almost every street
and with great varieties. We loosen our luggage at the Ryokan and changed clothes to fit the new environment. We had
a small meeting then received our Suika card (Myki at Tokyo).
We left Ryokan at about 5 in the night for Shinjuku. On the way to the train station we saw a vertical carpark, was quite
amazed with Japanese inventions. The transport system in Tokyo too is very different. They had a fence which is about
one and half meters tall, train doors would open exactly where the doors on the fence would be. The underground
stations are like tunnels connecting each other in a confusing way, as some of us nearly got lost a few times. This
situation applies especially to Tokyo central station where I always lose my direction. The train too looks much skinnier
but with more spaces as there is less benches for seating.
The first thing we notice was that Japanese restaurants display their foods by using plastic models so they can show
what they’re capable of making and I think it’s a very attractive advertisement. We first went and had dinner at Tengu
restaurant, we split up to 2 groups, and I was in the group without any of the three teachers. Each of us managed to
spend about 1000yen which was relatively cheap considering how many plates we ordered. That first day of spending a
different currency which didn’t included the cents unit, was very confusing at first. After the meal, we walked to the
observation deck, a building where you can see the night view of Tokyo. There were 3 people in our group end up not
going to the top floor as they’re scared of heights. I brought some souvenirs at the top floor.
The bath at the Ryokan was a small sized swimming pool filled with hot water, not the nature onsen water that I was
expecting.
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15 Sept Monday
Woke up around 7:30, cleaned myself and went downstairs and had a delicious Japanese style breakfast. We left the
Ryokan at 8:30 and sat train to Tokyo station. We took about 2 hour at Tokyo station getting the JR pass and find
the train to Odaiba.
We first stopped at the Trick Art Museum, Took pictures with the amazing artworks there, then went to the nearby
gaming centre and tested out our luck. Arrived Venus Fort at 11, on one of the levels we saw a western-style city
covered with colour of dawn, orange mixed with violate, it was a beautiful place. We split up in groups, had our
lunch there and did some shopping.
After spending about 3 hours at Venus fort, we travelled by train to Miraikan. There I saw an android humanlike
robot, I couldn't recall the name but I was shocked when I finally realise that was actually a robot, she looked like an
ordinary human with my first sight. There were quite a lot of little desks with models and descriptions but I couldn't
understand most of it with all the writing in Japanese. We spend one hour there until the museum was closing, I got
split up with my group so I went outside and waited, later on realise 2 teachers were trying to find me inside.
Walked to the nearby station and teacher instructed us to line up and top up our Suika card. I went to the side to
buy a drink first since the line is too long. However, Ryan in our group kept on returning the coins from the vending
machine so I end up late and delayed our departure time, so I end up getting told by the teachers.

Also because I

rushed through the check-in at Odaiba station, my card did not actually touch on, so I took another 5 minutes at
Ginza just to fix the problem. That makes it the third-time in the day interrupting our trip plan. (Tom, Elliot, Theo
and others later on teased me with sentences like “Where’s Jack” “Omg, we lost Jack again!” On the day and
throughout the trip) O(︶︿︶)o
We split up again at Maru Department Store and took photos at different levels. After completing the mission set by
our teachers we had our dinner there.
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16 Sept Tuesday
Woke up at 6 in the morning, picked up breakfast from Ryokan then we left for Disneyland. Arrived at Maihama at about
8:30 and got to Disney at 8:45. We sat down and had our breakfast and waited for the gate to open.
Rushed in at 9 and went to Space Mountains for a Fast-Pass. I went with Jacob, Ryan, Callum and Tom, first just wondered
around in the area and got ourselves each a fury hat in the absolute boiling day. We walked to the “Great West” and
rested near Splash Mountain because the water splashed out from the ride is very helpful for the hot weather. A group of
Japanese girls came up to us and took some pictures, and then we got ourselves another Fast-Pass at Splash Mountain.
We walked around the place and found out that about all rides have at least one and half hour waiting time. Under the
heat, we decided to stay at a restaurant just near the Roller-coaster-mountain. While Callum and Ryan lining up for the
Roller-coaster the rest of us stayed and waited for the Fast-Pass time at Space Mountains. I ordered curry rice for an early
lunch.
We came back to Space Mountain. Most of our group went on the ride except for Ryan and Andrew. We came out after
an exciting trip and found them 2 missing. Spent a long afternoon just travelling on the map, originally our purpose was
to find Ryan but gradually changed as times went by, bought ourselves some drinks and snacks. But also went on a few
rides like the Ferry and the little world.
At around 6, we reached the castle just not far from the entry gate and saw the early Halloween performance just around
the castle, also found out that Ryan survived not losing himself in Disneyland. Our whole group gathered at 8 then we sat
to watch the night show.
Last few hours before closing, we end up going on a few rides as there are less people than normal. We left Disney right
as it was closed, even then, there were still huge waves of people leaving by different transports, the train station were
filled with people too.
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17 Sept Wednesday
Starting a less intense day, we woke up at about 7, and then prepared ourselves for the trip today.
First we got off at Harajuku, went and searched for Hello Kitty Land. Maybe because we didn't have a map or that they
moved their address, we couldn't find the Hello Kitty Land so instead we spent some time in the “Kiddy Land” for some
souvenirs. I also bought some gifts for my host family. We had lunch from the Convenience Store. I generally thought that
the Japanese convenience store selling Obento was a really brilliant idea. The obentos were always convenient, cheap
and also tasty, it also have varieties so people don't get limited to option. Michael in our group even joked about how he
should create a convenient store in Australia doing that.
After spending 2 hours there we got to Shibuya and saw the huge intersection and the enormous waves of people. We
split up into 2 groups, one going to the “Cat Cafe” and the other just going shopping around. I was in the shopping group
but didn't really find anything interesting enough to buy. However, the Cat Cafe was very boring too according to the
other group so I was a little glad. (*^__^*) Our group waited at the intersection for them to come back, and there we
kept on listening to advertisements on the screen which were constantly repeating on multiple screens. We had our
dinner at Shibuya then head off to Akihabara.
At Akihabara I spent most of the time at “Potato Island” with Jacob, Tim and Connor. Tim and Jacob bought 2 retro game
consoles and a few games with it, I bought a headset and Connor purchased an instant-camera. At the end of the day we
head back to our Ryokan, we bought our dinner on the way and packed our luggage for tomorrow.
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18 Sept Thursday
We woke up very early at 5:30, cleaned and ate at the Ryokan. Early departure to Tokyo station using one-way ticket.
From Tokyo station, we sat on Shinkansen First to Shin-Osaka and transferred for Hiroshima. I bought an Obento while
we were transferring at Shin-Osaka station, generally very delicious but there was a pinkish vegetable that was cut into
stripes, I didn't really like that, it was too salty.
At Hiroshima station, we were sent off to have lunch. I ordered some bakeries alongside with a cup of milk. After we
gathered, Mrs Weeraratne went off to find the route to Miyajima while we look after her bags, some guys in our group
decided to put Theo’s speaker that he bought yesterday from Akihabara, into Mrs Weeraratne’s handbag, and play music
while we were on the train see how she would react. So we got onto an old train that looked like it was from the 70’s, Ms
Quarrier (the other female teacher that was in our group) went to the other carriage as she said it was too crowded, but I
some of us know that she is just trying to avoid what was about to happen. 2 minutes after we departed Hiroshima
station, they clicked the play button, the manly roar and the melody that only appears in a heavy metal song came out of
Mrs Weeraratne’s bag. Some of us broke into silent laughter. She noticed but was only confused instead of finding where
it was coming from, she once even asked: “Where is that actually coming from?” Two Japanese girls just not far from our
section even noticed after we played songs for several times, they were also having small talks and giggling with each
other… Until finally before we arrived at the port for our ferry, they played it once again, she then realised the music is
from her handbag. Because the day was mostly just moving around on transports, so that little incident made our day
more abundant.
After making our coach driver laugh with us singing “I will always love you”, we arrived at Miyajima Seaside Hotel. We
dropped our bags, visited the Tori gate then separated for shopping.
We had seafood for dinner at the hotel, most people didn't like it, mainly because its seafood. We packed most of our
things for a tight scheduled Friday.
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19 Sept Friday
We prepared ourselves and grouped at 9 in the morning, then sat on the bus to the Shamoji workhouse.
The sensei at the workhouse introduced us the invention and the use of shamoji - rice paddle. Also in ancient times,
Miyajima relied on wood crafting and gained wealth to the whole island through that. We also get to stamp on the
shamoji that was already made, to create our own artistic version of it.
After that we went up to the mountains, went on the sky-rails to Mount Misen. I really liked the view on the rail, the blue
ocean mixed with the green forest, also looked bit different with the shady sky. Only disappointed bit is we didn't have
the time to get on the third rail.
On the way back we bought some souvenirs, most boys bought a toylike wooden sword said they should have a sword
fight with it. I was attempting to do so, but changed my mind as I saw one of those proper Kendo practicing wooden
swords. I got that Bokutou and two other little metal accessories that I worried about after I bought them-“Does these
make it through the customs?”
We sat bus back to the hotel, packed left overs then got onto the ferry, Sat train back to Hiroshima station then took taxi
to Oriental Hotel. We settled ourselves then regrouped again at 2 in the afternoon. We bought our lunches from
convenient stores. It took a long way walking to the park then we had our obento at the dining room.
The tour seems serious and well respected. The place was deadly quiet. Displays in the rooms were somewhat horrific
and heartbroken. It’s hard to absorb how much damage can nuclear weapons can do to a city. The terrifying stats, images
and stories left over talking about the hell like sight after the bomb made people fear about that human invented
weapon. It was a meaningful experience, learning about what really happened and realise the effects of nuclear weapons,
we wrote our names down on the lists supporting abandon nuclear weapon use, although I can’t really recall its name.
We then got to the Atomic Bomb Dome and took some pictures from the outside.
Our plan was first to spent the night at karaoke, but most of us refused to sing so we spent the time shopping. After that
we walked ourselves back to the hotel.
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20 Sept Saturday
An early breakfast in the hotel then we packed ourselves for leaving. Got to Hiroshima station then sat Shinkansen to
Shin-Osaka then changed train to Kyoto. We headed to Kyoto Dai-ni Tower Hotel after a 3 hour trip. We signed in, then
left our bags there and separated for lunch.
We spent 1 hour travelling to Nara on the express train, and then took a public bus to Todaiji Temple. Outside the temple
there were lots of deer, a lot tourists bought biscuits from shops and fed it to them. The place was really beautiful but
would be nicer if the deer didn't add their special smell to the area. The first thing we thought as we entered the main
temple was that these three statues are truly enormous, the golden colour was reflecting dim lights from the windows
and brightened the room. Many people attempted to go through the hole that had the size of Budda statue’s nostril and
it was kind funny to watch some people struggling to get through. ╰(￣▽￣)╮
We spent 2 to 3 hours at and around the temple shopping. Some boys were attempting to buy some real katana in the
place, but gave up as they heard they need a permit or some sort of documents for that. After that we went back to
Kyoto.
We took rests in the hotel and had dinner in restaurants, then visited the Sky Plaza Observation Deck on top of Kyoto
station. It might be the pizza that Andrew (my roommate throughout the trip) ate for dinner, he ended up with a bad
stomach from egg allergies and went to the hotel before we left the Observation Deck. While we had a small meeting at
the hotel, Aliza (a girl in our group) suddenly cried during halfway, I didn't get to find out why. Andrew took some
medicine that night, slowly recover from sickness but should be ok with tomorrow’s trip in Kyoto. Bit of a bad ending to
the day.

st

21 Sept Sunday
Second day in Kyoto, we woke up early and had a mixed styled buffet for breakfast at the hotel. Our charter bus came at
8:45.
We left the hotel at 9, first arrived at Kinkakuji (Golden Temple). We were real lucky at the timing for the visit. It was a very
hot and sunny day, also only little breezes so the mirror lake could reflect the landscape really well, it was a really beautiful
image.
Our second stop is the Heian Jinja (Peace Shrine). We washed our hands at the cleaning pool and went inside for a visit. I
saw a group on the other side of the windows performing a sort of ceremony but I wasn't really interested. So I tried out
the Omikuji, but the writings were all in Japanese so I took a picture on my phone and decided to translate it later, then I
tied it onto little trees in the shrine under the help from local people.
Opposite of the Jinja there was some sort of event going on so we went and watched. It was actually a Gundam show
played in front of the high tori gate.
We spent our lunch time at a shopping mall near the place. Because we only had one hour and most of the restaurants
were busy and there wasn't any seats free in the food court, so I bought some obento from the supermarket, which I
probably prefer over restaurants since it’s cheaper and quicker. Also spent about 20 minutes at the card shop and bought
few Yugioh cards.
Our third stop of the day was the Sanjusangendo Hall (33 Intervals Hall). I couldn't recall the number, but we saw more
than a hundred golden statues at the place, with 12 main wooden statues each representing particular Buddhism god.
Our last stop of the day with the coach is Kiyomizu Dera (Clear Water Temple). After a high slope we reached the Temple.
In Todaiji, Sanjusangendo and Kiyomizu Dera I can always smell strong odour of incense in places where they pay a
courtesy call to the gods.
A short break in the hotel we went to Gion by taxi and watched Maiko performances there. First show was a little comedy,
they looked like normal class members in the ancient Japan, but unfortunately I can only understand so much from their
dramatic dialogue and performances. Second was a tea ceremony, as expected from what I saw from few other tea
ceremonies, it was very quiet, serious, long and filled with complicated processes. Third was a music performance with
zither, lute and many more. Fourth was a solo dance by a costumed man with the music, bit like a Peking opera. Fifth was a
Maiko dance, with 2 maiko together performing 2 different dances for 2 songs. Then for the last one was a puppet show,
similar to a Peking opera too, but with a doll costumed up and controlled by 3 guys that walked around with it.
At the end of the show, I find myself only liking the comedy show at the very start, which was the only one that I was
interested and most understandable. Although some of the shows that I saw were traditionally spread to Japan from China,
which they did had a lot of similarities, but I don't find myself liking many shows simply because I just don't understand
them, the way they act and also the dialogue, especially the last puppet show, it felt the most boring because the way he
talks and a lack of body language to me.
After that we went back to the hotel by public bus and had convenient store obento for dinner.

nd

22 Sept Monday
Woke up slightly early and had breakfast at the hotel. We checked out, grabbed out luggage and got on the charter bus to
Osaka Castle. Because we were going to Nishi High School straight after Osaka Castle so we are wearing our Parkdale
school uniforms.
We had a view of Osaka city on the top, learned the histories of Osaka castle and the life of its owner Hideyoshi
Toyotomi, who succeeded his master Nobunaga’s undertaking to unify the whole country. We also looked at weapon and
tools used in the wars, agreements between army forces and many more.
As we approached our charter bus, our teacher decided that we should practice one more time before we do our final
performance at Nishi High School. So we did that just not far from the carpark near the main road, it was kind of
embarrassing and also we had kangaroo hop in one of our dancing actions, so that made it more awkward.
We spent our lunchtime at Shinsaibashi. Most of us just bought our lunch from the convenient store. 1 hour at
Shinsaibashi plus one and half hour trip on the bus, we finally arrived at Nishi High School.
We first were waiting at the principle office, all of us are really nervous about the performance that we are about to do at
the welcome ceremony, we talked a little but it wasn't enough to relieve the tension in the room. Soon after, we found
ourselves walked through the central gap between the Nishi students, and stood on the stage and waited for the
ceremony to begin. The introduction speech by Mrs Weeraratne, Beth and Minami went quite well. However, I think our
voices weren’t loud enough for all the students to hear.
th

After the performance we waited at 7 floor in the main building. Our host students came to the classroom at 3:30 and
we separated to go to each host student’s house. I followed Keigo, my host student, to the soccer pit for his soccer
practice. Keigo has slight tanned skin just like me, but lighter, he is around 160cm tall, often gets tired and sleeps,
favourite activity is singing karaoke. We spent about 90 minutes there. I ended up with a dozen mosquito bites on my leg
that I only noticed later. Afterward we went to Keigo’s house by train and walking. There I saw his mother, she was a little
chubby looking in her 40s, her voices was somewhat cartoonish maybe because the effect of their dialect. Their
conversations were very confusing at that time, they always spoke in Osaka dialect, and I can barely pick up anything.
Keigo and I later went to a small bath centre. His body is normally tired from the soccer practice and matches so he
normally goes to there for a massage. We got home and soon left the house to Keigo’s sister, Natsumi’s Juku-tutoring
school. Natsumi is a first year junior high student. She wears glasses and does karate. I tried to do some “First year junior
high math” (which equalled to year 11 math) with them. After that, we had fried chicken wings with salad for dinner at
Keigo’s house. It was bit later than dinner time that Keigo’s father came home after work. He was a kind looking man in
his 40s but looked slightly older due to the colour of his hair, might be a hardworking man. His laughter were the most
high-lightened in the house, loud and clear, the voice also encourages other people to laugh with him. After dinner I
unpacked my luggage and gave all the presents I bought for each of the family members.
I started to realise that Japanese people don't really hold any grudge against Chinese people, they seem quite peaceful
and kind towards people of other nationalities. I guess it’s mainly the leaders of the two countries fighting against each
other, we civilians wanted peace instead of hate and war.
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23 Sept Tuesday
Today was a public holiday in Japan, so my host family decided to take me out for a day-trip. I woke up at 8, washed
myself and had cornflake with milk for breakfast. Other family members had different foods for their breakfast. (E.g.
toast, rice and egg) We watched television for one hour then started leaving the house at 11.
We arrived at Toei Movie Village (Toei Eiga Mura) at about 12. In the village, there were a lot ancient Japanese buildings.
It’s a site for Japanese drama and movie films that takes place in Ancient Japan. We saw many student looking people
around the village drawing and painting landscapes inside the area, later on found of there was a drawing competition.
Keigo Natsu and I went to the Horror House (Obake Yashi),it truly felt terrifying to go into, lucky we were three otherwise
I would probably scream so loud and race to the exit, it was my first attempt to go somewhere horrifying. We went to the
Maze Pavilion (Meiru Kan) later, walked through many little mazes but they were quite easy. The Ninja House (Ninja
Yashi) was quite interesting. There were lots of hidden paths in the maze where you needed to find them to get to the
next room. Keigo’s parents were waiting for us for most of the time, they would wait outside as we went into each of the
facilities, and I felt bad doing so. We had our lunch in at a restaurant in the village.
After lunch we went into the Movie House (Eiga Yashi). It was a free facility so all of us went inside and watched actors
explaining the techniques they used in action films, also the processes in how they develop films through playing a
comedy show. It was quite entertaining.
We spent about 4-5 hours there. Just before leaving, I met Theo with his host family at the Souvenir Shop with his host
family. Keigo’s parent really wanted to buy my parents a gift, so we bought 5 tea cups for souvenirs.
After a 90 minute drive we arrived at the Umeda Sky-building. The building is 173 meters tall. There is a “Sky Garden” on
the top of the building where it is open, which you can feel the high wind at the round balcony. We were trying to take
pictures on the top but couldn't get a good photo simply because the light was too low.
We came to a Kaiten-zushi restaurant after leaving the tower. The sushis were quite delicious. At the place, if you
consumed 10 plates of sushi, you have a chance of winning prizes from them, I thought it was quite a smart act on
improving your sales and we won a key-ring with a little sushi model.
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24 Sept Wednesday
First actual day at Nishi High School, I woke up at around 6. I cleaned myself and had my breakfast. Then we watched TV
until 7:20. We rode bike to the train station then sat 2 trains to Nishi High.
We first came to sixth floor homeroom distributed to us tour group students. Keigo explained the day schedule for me
and went back for his homeroom meeting. For our homeroom meeting and the first period we mainly used that time to
do our last preparation for presentations.
Second period, we went to do PE lessons in the school. We were split into three groups, one dance, one track & field and
the last one tennis. I was in track & field. For the warm up activity, we failed most of the time catching up to their
movements, also that some of us forgot to bring clothes for PE, so some of us had to do sit ups with school uniforms.
(Sigh⊙︿⊙) The teacher gave instructions to the girls from Nishi to get the hurdles, they went sprinting as soon as the
teacher ended the instruction but we started sprinting too because we didn't understand what was going on. At the end
of the class we thought we were going for a last run around the field, but felt really awkward as we realised we were
supposed to bow.●﹏●
There was not recess in the school, only ten minute breaks between each 2 classes in the morning. The first group came
th

st

to hear our presentations at the 4 period, they were 1 grade seniors. My group went up first. I did the introduction
then Amy, Connor and me gave little facts about Australian tourist attraction, afterwards we asked quizzes and gave out
prizes depending on the facts. The girl’s group talked about Australian bands and played some of their songs, also some
quiz and answers. One boy group did Australian animals and the other did Australian foods, they had vegemite wiped
onto shapes biscuits as one of their product, the Japanese students had weird faces after eating it. <(￣▽￣)> At the very
end we had a little bit of time and we spent them talking with the students.
For the 40 minutes lunchtime I visited Keigo’s homeroom and ate with his friends. For lunch I had Obento that was made
by Keigo’s mother, it was very delicious. I became quite popular with his classmates. They kept greeting, asking questions
and took pictures with me. Sometimes it gets a little awkward that I can’t really understand their dialect, so sometimes
they tried to speak English with me, I then wanted to correct them but that somewhat embarrasses them in a way.
st

After a busy and tensing lunchtime, we had another group of 1 grade classes. At the end of the day I found 2 Chinese
st

international students from the 1 grade at Nishi, I found out they were both from Fujian, which is my family province.
th

In the 6 period, we were separated and sent to our host student’s classroom. Because they’re holding their culture day
soon, so Keigo’s class is practicing for their performance. I later on got invited to sing “We Are the World” alongside with
them. They sang quite good, slight accent problems and they also discovered that boy’s voice was covering the girl’s.
Afterschool, Keigo invited me to his friend Hiroki’s piano lesson. Hiroki was the person that played piano at the class
rehearsal, he was a mixed-race between Indonesian and Japanese so he looks slightly tanned. We went to the place
straight after school. The teacher was a kind looking women in her 40s, Hiroki played a few times, the teacher corrected a
little then Keigo and I sang along. After 2 attempts the piano teacher took over the seat and demonstrated with Hiroki
joining our rehearsal. Lastly Hiroki took over and played two times as she instructed him about a part near the end. It was
mostly confusing for me because I don't know any piano and also don't understand what they are talking about. So my
throat was feeling bit uncomfortable after repeatedly singing.

th

25 Sept Thursday
nd

2 day at Nishi high, we got up the same time as yesterday, prepared ourselves and went to school.
rd

First period of the day we are speaking to a group from the 3 year. It was similar to yesterday, except our teacher
advised the girl’s group to reduce their presentation time by playing only part of their songs, so we can have more time
making conversations with the Nishi students. Andrew and I went into one group of about 6 people, they introduced a
game to us after each of us did a short introduction, but I couldn't recall the name of that game.
The game was something like-you call out the name of the game twice while you hold your fist tight and shake it twice in
front of you, then after that you have to point to one other person in the group with your fist so they would continue
what you did. The starter of each round would have to point at 2 people, also if 2 people picked out one person at once,
then that person would have to pick out 2 people. The person that couldn't react fast enough would have to begin
another round as the starter. The game also speeds up so it’s quite easy to pick out the slow ones. We had quite a lot of
fun with that.
th

After a 10 minute break between two classes, we went to the 5 floor to visit the Business Manner Class. The purpose of
the course is to teach about the behaviours a worker require inside an office, general things like how to serve a cup of tea
or coffee and also the etiquette required visiting companies or welcoming guests… These all helps the students in
adapting future work environments and improve possibility of establishing long term work.
A short visit with the class then we went to attend the Tea Ceremony Class. There we in turn served and being served tea.
The class taught us different courtesies should be used throughout a tea ceremony, the processes are complicated and
some strict to follow. For example, when we were approaching the front of the room, we are to bow 3 times and we
weren’t allowed to touch the black edge of the tatami. I was in the first group that served the teas to guests. The process
of making the tea also was quite complicated, some of us got numb legs and “collapsed” after kneeling so long on the
tatamis and I was one of them. Aliza and Dana didn't want to eat the sweet that was served to go with the tea because
others said that it gets very sticky after they enter your mouth, so they gave them to me. I think it tasted just like the
moon cakes that I had before I came to Japan so I quite like them. But the problem is after eating 3 of those, at the end of
the class I started to get headaches, because purpose of the sweets are to suppress the bitterness in tea, so there must
be ingredients that effect the human body after I take in too much.
Fourth period was a free period, and then I spent the lunchtime in Keigo’s homeroom. I talked with his classmates and
played some games together.
th

th

nd

For the 5 and 6 period we had English Conversation Classes with the 2 grades. We were divided into four groups and
matched with four different Nishi groups. The teacher first instructed the group to do the “fill in the missing words”
exercise from their English workbooks. We also helped correct their mistakes and showing the pronunciation.

After that

we helped correct some of the mistakes in their narrative about a school trip they went few weeks ago, and then some of
them read it out to the class. The teacher also encouraged some of us to make speeches in Japanese talking about our
experience in Japan so far. Because most of it was direct from scratch, so I think I failed pretty hard in making a speech on
the spot.

\(“▔□▔ )/ However it was a lot of fun.

Afterschool we went to Keigo’s soccer training. After that Keigo invited Hiroki and Natsumi for a visit in Shinbashi. We
gathered in Numba and head off to Shinbashi to visit the book shops. I saw quite a huge amount of manga, anime and
magazines at the place, the place were kept really busy as well.

Hiroki had to leave early after a short visit in the area,

and then Keigo brought me to the game centres to play Maimai. He was playing like the creator of the game and I was
only a new beginner, totally a humungous difference in the score. We played several rounds then left for Natsumi’s Juku.
Today they did English exercises while I used the time to finish off writing my diary entries. The three of us planned to go
for a dinner at a Ramen shop near the Juku. They had a paper apron to prevent the shirt getting dirty. I thought it was a
very intelligent idea, quite useful too.

th

26 Sept Friday
Last school day at Nishi High School, we woke up as usual and headed to School.
nd

The First 2 periods in the morning were presentations to 2 grade classes, some of them were from yesterday’s English
rd

th

Conversation Classes. 3 and 4 classes were Calligraphy class. We first did dye painting- we drip colour dyes into trays of
water to form shapes on the surface, then dipped sheets of rice papers onto the water surface to absorb the colour from
the surface, that was quite amazing. Afterward we did some calligraphy practices. The last process was to colour and
write on a fan. So I made the background like the colour of sunset glow, then I wrote Jie (meaning outstanding) in
traditional Chinese from my name onto the fan.
th

rd

The 5 period was the last presentation to the second group from the 3 grade. I found out I lost my laminated pictures
nd

for presentation with the 2 grades, so I had to rush downstairs with the English teacher there. Other than that, the
presentations went quite well. At the very end, we got separated to talk with the Nishi students again. The Nishi students
in my group showed us little snacks that they eat. They had a very special snack, it was like a “Bringing Luck Sugar” and
they were little tablets of sugar powder with specific “lucks” written on the label. (E.g. love-relationship, good results)
Wish if they really worked.
th

For the 6 period we spent our time on writing our speeches for the Sayonara Party afterschool. First our Japan Trip
Groups and our Nishi friends gathered together in our temporary homeroom. The Nishi teacher that hosted Mr Van
Weeghel gave his speech first, second was Ms Quarrier, third Mrs Weeraratne, and fourth Mr Van Weeghel. Afterwards
was speeches from Kazuma and Kurumi, they went to Parkdale for a 6 weeks long stay this earlier this year. Last ones
were us Parkdale students and I was the one that tied the knot at the very end. After the long speeches, us Parkdale
students all received a little present, they were a 4 pen with an automatic pencil inside and a tea towel. The party went
for about an hour. We ate, took pictures and laughed. It was a fun hour.
At the Sayonara party I found another Chinese international student, altogether four that I discovered in Nishi High
School, there may even be more. When I asked their thoughts about Japan they all had positive views towards it.
Afterschool Keigo, Hiroki and I went to Numba by train. We first waited for Hiroki’s mother in the underground shopping
centre in the station, then she came and gave me presents, it was Hiroki’s idea. We soon departed with Hiroki’s mother
and went to Karaoke.
It was actually my first time Karaoke. All the song names were in Japanese and English, all other languages are translated
into Katakana. Because I didn't know any Japanese songs well, nor do I sing good English songs, so after a few attempts at
English songs, I spent about 10 minutes and finally found a Katakana written Chinese song that I knew well. But it was a
fun time there because they kept on saying “Kinniku” (Muscles) halfway into the song.
We had dinner with Hiroki’s mother at a restaurant in the area then headed home.
While we were watching TV before we go to sleep, I showed my family photos from about 2000. Keigo’s father also
showed me their family photos, he said something like: 懐かしいな、私はこんなの顔を有った。
The following is my speech on the day:
みなさん今日は。二週間前、僕達は日本に来ました。私達は東京と宮島と広島と京都と大阪に来ました。そして、
啓吾は僕をホストしました。
日本はめっちゃたのしかたです。日本のいろいろな場所はきれいです。そして、大阪の皆さんはめっちゃ優しい
です。啓吾の家族もめっちゃ優しいです。僕は皆さんに会ってよっかたです。
最後に、大阪西高の皆さんもオーストラリアに来て下さい。
ありがとうございました。
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27 Sept Saturday
Today we went to Universal Studio Japan and I actually lined up in the 2-hour-waiting-time lines for each rides. We woke
up quite early in the morning and quickly prepared ourselves for the departure, arrived at USJ half an hour later.
First of all we went straight in the line to get “Bio Terror” ticket, and that took one hour of waiting time. Because we
invited Hiroki to come to USJ too, so he came while we were waiting in the baking sun. Our ticket time said 8 in the night.
It was the earliest we could get, so sadly Hiroki would have to miss it since he needs to leave early.
Keigo, Hiroki, Natsumi and me went to Snoopy’s Town and sat a mini roller-coaster. Straight after that we went to the
Hollywood Dream roller-coaster. That was the longest line I’ve ever seen in my entire life, it took Keigo’s parent 2 hours,
then we spent another 45 minutes until we finally reach the ride. Keigo’s parents queued up for us in such a hot day and
gave us the chance to catch an early ride, they were real caring parents. (They left the queue after we got in line)
I’m not sure if I’m lagged behind in the stone-ages, but the seats on the roller-coaster had speakers playing music during
the ride, do other ones have similar things? It was a really exciting and enjoyable experience, too bad I can’t see very
clearly without my glasses.
We had lunch in a restaurant after spending most of the time in the morning waiting in lines.
We left the restaurant and walked towards Harry Potter’s castle. There appeared to have another long and lasting line.
We took 3 hours waiting in the line that goes all around the castle, and finally approached the seats but it was worth it
too. It was an amazing experience. The seats shook around with the movements in the 3D films we watched. Drop, lift,
turn and crash, it made me felt I was really there in the event happening.
After Harry’s Castle we headed off to “Jaws”, a ride on a boat avoiding shark attacks. The explosion at the oil station
shocked me as I realise that wasn't faked, I sensed heat waves when the explosion went off, that was really cool.
It was soon night time and Hiroki needed to go back home. While we walked around in USJ, “zombies” started to appear
on the roads. They scared off people randomly. The way they sneak up behind people and chase after them was really
scary, although it was fake, lots of people got jump-scared. Keigo’s parents queued up for us in the Jurassic Park while we
were walking with the zombies so we quickly went there.
In the queue I surprisingly found some other friends with their host students lining up for Jurassic Park ride. We joined
their group and took the ride together. They made a special night version for the Jurassic Park ride. They merged the
horror film JuOn with Jurassic park, so they can give a completely different experience to people in night times. There
were staff members in the place acting as both victims and the JuOn ghosts. A girl suddenly jumped out from the side just
as we about to drop at the very end, and because her hands nearly reached us so quickly we were absolutely terrified.
Last facility we visited during the day was Bio Terror. We carried shotguns that was equipped with imaginary bullets
inside, and entered the building with all the infected zombies and mutants attacking us randomly. When we entered the
nd

2 room, I realised there was a staff wearing normal clothes and looked just like an uninfected human, he sneaked up
behind me. Because I knew I was the one bringing up the rear so I got scared and shot at him. It got awkward when the
other staff member that was leading our group told me that he was part of one of the survivors. I was worried he might
do some other things in the end, but when I saw he “jumped” into the mutants in the next room I finally dropped my
worries. In the very end only one person in our group wasn't infected, we don't know what happened to her but we all
got burned in a cremation room and failed the mission.
Before we finally left USJ we went to Shrek’s Short 3D Movie and bought some souvenirs. Keigo bought me a snoopy
peaked cap for me, I really liked it.
We had dinner at a noodle shop. I packed my luggage and had the last bath, then slept my final night at Japan.
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28 Sept Sunday-29 Sunday
Waking up from a substantial night of sleep, I cleaned myself and packed up the last bit of luggage. I wore jeans just for
the night on the plane, but I wore it way too early.
We got out after breakfast and a short time in front of the TV. First we went to Natsumi and Keigo’s Kindergarten then we
got to the local supermarket and bought they bought me some stationaries for me- automatic pencil, staple-less-stapler,
glue stamp and few lead refills. I picked up my luggage and put them in the back of the van after we got home, then
drove off to school.
We reached the school at about 1 in the afternoon.

Some Parkdale students dropped tears in the final hour at Nishi

High School. The last 30 minute of our trip was shrouded under a heavy atmosphere of separation and the unwillingness
to leave. We took few group pictures in the centre of the main building. Except for Connor and Michael stayed behind for
the long stay, after we put our luggage in the inside the charter bus, we said goodbye then cuddled with Nishi students
and families.
The charter bus took us to the airport at 2:45. We picked up our luggage and waited inside the airport. Soon after, Ms
Quarrier’s host family came along and gave us all little packets of Japanese snacks. She left after parted with Ms Quarrier.
We went to check in at the counters and processed our luggage.
We parted into groups and spent our lunchtime in the airport. When we grouped we found out Tim and Theo were both
missing and we couldn't find them. Our time was running out and the teachers said this should be a short lunch before
we go through the customs. We tried to even use Facebook to message them but that didn't work either. Mr Van
Weeghel left behind to find them and we went through the customs. Until we were signing out, Tim and Theo finally
appeared. And of course, worries and anger were applied on them.
Our plane took off at 6, looking outside the window and seeing the nightfall, I said to myself: “I will come back someday.”
We transferred plane at Hong Kong airport at 12, a 2 hour delay at the plane check in due to terrorist event currently
happening in Australia. They took a long check up on the plane and the queue.
After 10 hours of flight, we finally made it back to Melbourne. However, I was little worried at the custom about my
Bokutou and 2 metal accessories. It turned out just fine. I was just going to put the wooden sword on display anyway, so
they let that through. The shuriken was bit tricky, lucky it was a key ring attached to it. The other little metal sword was
fine as well.
Until then, my study trip to Japan was all over, but our relationships with the people aren’t ever going to finish.

